Collaboration and Messaging Solutions

Collaboration and Messaging Solutions Overview
With email so critical to almost all businesses these days, one area on the rise is Messaging Services, hosted off a client site or in the “Cloud.” Clients continue to seek out the most effective ways to keep email available and secure, keep employees productive, and save money. Cloud-based or Software as a Service (SaaS) Messaging can help clients preserve capital while managing a critical function of their organization.

Messaging Services are the same email solutions and functions that have been historically deployed within client data centers, but now are deployed and managed by a team of Insight experts that partner with your IT staff to offer better and more cost-effective email.

Collaboration and Messaging Solutions Benefits
With the substantial growth in Messaging and its required storage, not to mention viruses and compliance needs, deploying an in-house solution can add up quickly. Upfront capital expense is significant to purchase hardware and software licenses, compounded by installation services if you do not have expertise within your current staff.

A SaaS solution offers a cost effective alternative to traditional in-house solutions by allowing you to pay on a monthly subscription basis with no upfront hardware or software costs. The service works like a utility model that shifts you from a capital expenditure model to an operational expenditure model – paying only for what is being used based on how many users or employees you have.

You can:
- Conserve cash in these difficult economic times
- Reduce the overall cost to implement and manage a Messaging solution
- Free up IT resources to focus on more productive tasks
- Realize the same or better service levels on the Messaging solution
- Always have the latest and most current release with no concerns about hardware and software obsolescence
Collaboration and Messaging Solutions Offerings

- **Email Security** - Protects email servers by preventing malicious code and other external threats from reaching the server and inboxes.
- **Hosted Exchange** - Offers an integrated messaging management service that delivers security, storage and administrative functions from a single focal point.
- **Mobile Access** - Provides a mobile synchronization solution for email, calendar and contacts so you don’t have to deploy or manage BlackBerry Enterprise Servers (BES) or ActiveSync for Windows Mobile Devices.
- **Email Archiving** - Automatically captures all email messages that are sent and received through your email server, then securely transmits to remote data centers for retention.
- **Email Continuity** - Addresses the requirement for organizations to use mission-critical email communications during an email server outage.

Contact Us
CloudServices@Insight.com

Fast Facts

- Cisco Gold Certified Partner
- HP Platinum Partner
- IBM Premier Business Partner
- Lenovo Premier Business Partner
- Microsoft Gold Certified Partner
- Lifecycle Management Services
- ISO 9001:2008 Integration Labs
- Advanced Technology Labs
- IT Management Services with a 24x7 Network Operations Center
- 432,000 square foot Distribution Center
- $130M ‘ready to ship’ inventory, $3.3B virtual inventory
- 2,500+ technical certifications

ABOUT INSIGHT

Insight is a technology solutions provider serving global and local clients in 170 countries. Today, thousands of clients, including more than 80 percent of the Global Fortune 500, rely on Insight to acquire, implement and manage technology solutions to empower their business. Insight provides software and licensing services globally. In addition, we offer a comprehensive portfolio which also includes networking, hardware and value added services for our clients in North America and the U.K. We are aggressively expanding our global capabilities by introducing new offerings, including hardware and services, to meet emerging needs for our clients worldwide. Insight is ranked No. 484 on the 2009 Fortune 500.